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Fano varieties
Fano varieties are a special class of com-
plex varieties, which are among the basic
building blocks of algebraic geometry.
In every dimension the number of deforma-
tion families of Fano varieties is finite, but
a complete classification has been obtained
in the following examples only.
I The Riemann sphere P1

C is the unique
Fano variety of dimension 1.
I The smooth Fano varieties of dimension
2 are 10 (e.g. P2

C and P1
C × P1

C).
I The smooth Fano varieties of dimension
3 are 105 (Iskovskikh 1977, Mori–Mukai
1981).

Question. What happens in higher
dimension? What about singular
Fano varieties?

Mirror Symmetry
Mirror Symmetry consists of predic-
tions, motivated by the work of physi-
cists, about relations between mathemati-
cal objects which are not apparently related.
There are many mirror symmetry type con-
jectures, but the structure of all of them is
the following.
The starting point is two distinct classes of
objects: A and B. For every object A ∈ A in
the first class one constructs a certain invari-

ant φA, which may be a number, a vector
space, a group, a power series, a category,
etc. Then, one constructs a certain invari-
ant ψB , for every object B ∈ B in the second
class. Then the pair (A,B) is called a mir-
ror pair if φA = ψB .
A mirror symmetry theory is the study of
mirror pairs. In other words, A and B
are separate worlds that communicate only
through a mirror.

Fano varieties and Laurent polynomials
Idea ([2]). Use mirror symmetry to classify Fano varieties.

A Fano variety X of dimension n is mirror to a Laurent polynomial f in n variables if
the quantum period of X equals the classic period of f , i.e. GX(t) = πf (t).

Mirrors to smooth Fano varieties of dimension 2 and 3 have been found in [3]. Conjectures
about some singular Fano varieties of dimension 2 appear in [1]. The classification of smooth
Fano varieties of dimension 4 is still an open problem.

Curve counting
The quantum period of a Fano variety
X is a power series

GX(t) :=
∑
d≥0

cdt
d

where cd is the number of rational curves in
X of degree d satisfying certain conditions.
It is a generating function that
counts curves in X. The numbers cd
are thus some Gromov–Witten invariants of
X of genus 0.

Laurent polynomials
A Laurent polynomial is a linear combina-
tion of products of positive and negative
powers of some variables. If f is a Lau-
rent polynomials in the variables x1, . . . , xn,
then its classic period is defined to be

πf (t) :=
∑
k≥0

coeff1(fk)tk

where coeff1(fk) is the coefficient of the mo-
nomial 1 = x01 · · ·x0n in the kth power of f .

An example
A mirror of the projective plane P2

C
is f = x1 + x2 + x−1

1 x−1
2 . Since P2

C is
the toric variety associated to the New-
ton polytope of f , the work of Given-
tal implies the following equality.

GP2
C
(t) =

∑
d≥0

(3d)!

d!3
t3d = πf (t)
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